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Acknowledgement to Country

Shellharbour City Council acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of
the Land on which we are meeting and pays its respects to Elders past and present.

Webcasting and Emergency Plan Statement
Pre-registered members of the public who address Council at the Addresses to
Council Forum and those who attend Council Meetings should be aware that their
image, and comments will be recorded, and broadcast live from Council's website.
It should be noted that the Addresses to Council Forum is held prior to the Council
Meeting from 4.30pm to 5.30pm.
Council broadcasts live to enhance the accessibility of Council Meetings to the
broader Shellharbour City Community. Recordings can be downloaded from
Council's website for later viewing, or purchased from Council for viewing on a
computer. For further information on Privacy, refer to the Public Gallery Conduct
Standards displayed in the Chamber.
Council accepts no responsibility for any defamatory or offensive statements.
Members of the gallery should also refer to the Public Gallery Conduct Standards,
for appropriate standards of behaviour during Council Meetings.
Should Council need to consider confidential matters during a Council Meeting,
invited members of the gallery may address the Council on the reasons why the
meeting should not resolve into Committee of the Whole (Confidential Session).
Please ensure that mobile phones and other electronic devices are turned off or are
in silent mode for the duration of the meeting.
In the event of an emergency, please evacuate the building using the nearest exit
and follow the instructions given by the wardens. Do not use the lifts.
2.

Apologies

3.

Leave of Absence
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Confirmation of Minutes

4.1 Ordinary Meeting 30 April 2019
That the Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 30 April 2019 as circulated
be taken as read and confirmed as a correct record of proceedings.

4.2 Committee of the Whole (Confidential) 30 April 2019
That the Minutes of the Committee of the Whole (Confidential) Meeting held on 30
April 2019 as circulated be taken as read and confirmed as a correct record of
proceedings.

5.

Declarations of Interest

Note: Councillors and staff who declare an Interest at the Council Meeting are also
required to complete a Declaration of Interest form.
6.

Confidential Business (Committee of the Whole in Closed Session)

7.

Condolences

8.

Mayoral Statements / Reports / Presentations

9.

Mayoral Minutes
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Mayoral Minute: Request to further postpone introduction of the
NSW Low Rise Medium Density Housing Code (11215439)

To my fellow Councillors
Mayoral Minute

Summary
The purpose of this Mayoral Minute is to seek Council’s endorsement to seek a
further postponement from the introduction of the Low Rise Medium Density
Housing Code (the Code) in the Shellharbour Local Government Area (LGA).
The reason for this is to allow Council to complete its Housing Strategy that will
provide a basis for any case Council may make for formal part or full exemption
from the Code.

Background
The NSW Government introduced the Code on 6 July 2018 as part of the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt & Complying Development Codes) 2008
(the complying development code). The Code allows one and two storey dual
occupancies, manor houses and terraces to be carried out under a fast track
complying development approval.
In anticipation of the Code’s introduction, Council on 12 June 2018 after
considering a Mayoral Minute resolved to:
1.

Seek a twelve-month postponement of the introduction of the Low Rise Medium
Density Housing Code in Shellharbour LGA and associated Standard
Instrument LEP amendments to Shellharbour LEP 2013 that includes the
introduction of "manor houses" into our R2 and R3 zones.

2.

Prepare a Housing Strategy that addresses the appropriate provision of all
forms of housing for the community of Shellharbour.

3.

Request a report from Council staff on the issues involved in preparing a
Planning Proposal to consider amending Shellharbour LEP 2013 based on the
implications of the Low Rise Medium Density Housing Code and associated
Standard Instrument LEP amendments to Shellharbour LEP 2013.

Note: Resolution 3 was addressed via a further Council resolution of 30 October
2018 where a report was received and noted indicating this report will be prepared
when the housing strategy is completed.
Council’s postponement request was subsequently granted. Without a further
postponement, the Code will commence applying to the LGA on 1 July 2019.
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The Housing Strategy was originally scheduled for completion in the first half of
2019. However the need for consistency with the NSW Department of Planning and
Environment’s Local Housing Strategy Template and Guide introduced in October
2018, significantly broadened and changed its scope, pushing back its estimated
delivery to late 2019. This in turn necessitates a request to extend the Code’s
postponement to the end of 2019.
Complying development is development that meets specified standards. These
standards are contained in the complying development code. In this case, it is the
Low Rise Medium Density Housing Code. This means that a wider and denser
range of medium density housing development would be permitted in the vast
majority of the Shellharbour LGA residential areas without development consent or
community input. The State's residential complying development code currently only
applies to single dwelling houses but has now been extended to the above stated
types of medium density development.
The Code enables both the complying development and development approval
pathways for manor houses and mandates their permissibility in the R2 Low
Density Residential and R3 Medium Density Residential zones.
The majority of our residential areas are zoned R2 with a smaller proportion zoned
R3 based on certain criteria such as proximity to town centres. The definition of
manor house is a building containing three or four dwellings, where:
(a)

Each dwelling is attached to another dwelling by a common wall or floor,
and

(b)

At least 1 dwelling is partially or wholly located above another dwelling,
and

(c)

The building contains no more than two storeys (excluding any
basement).

This type of development has never been contemplated by Council in its residential
areas and does not have appropriate controls in its Development Control Plan (DCP)
to appropriately guide or assess such applications, which do not qualify as complying
development.
Conversely, Council would have a reduced ability to refuse such applications.
Additionally, Council has not had the opportunity to engage with its community
about the introduction of this type of development or the other types of medium
density complying development as proposed under the Code.
On this basis, I am proposing that Council formally write to the Minister for Planning
and Public Spaces and the NSW Department of Planning and I n d u st r y requesting
that the introduction of the Low Rise Medium Density Housing Code be postponed
for a further 6 months in the Shellharbour LGA to the end of 2019.
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This would allow Council to finalise its Housing Strategy that will provide a basis for if
and where the Code may be justified and any exemption case to it.

Recommendation
That Council write to the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces and the
Department of Planning and Industry to seek a further postponement of the
introduction of the Low Rise Medium Density Housing Code until 31 December
2019.
ecti on

Approved for Council's consideration:
Cr John Murray – Acting Mayor
Date of Meeting:

21 May 2019

Attachments
Nil
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Mayoral Minute: State Government increase to the Emergency
Services Levy (11215437)

To my fellow Councillors
Mayoral Minute

Summary
The purpose of this Mayoral Minute is to advise Councillors and the community of
the unexpected and significantly large Council Contributions Assessment Notice
that Council has received from Revenue NSW as the Emergency Services Levy,
and to seek the Council’s endorsement to:
•

call upon the NSW Government to listen to the concerns of local
governments, cover the additional $14M cost for 2019/20 and work with local
government and emergency services to find a better and fairer path forward.

•

present a Special Urgent Motion to the National General Assembly
expressing concern and condemnation of continued state government cost
shifting to local government, particularly those issued without due notice and
community consultation and that the current increase in the NSW
Emergency Services Levy be used as the most recent example to support
this Motion.

Background
Each year, the NSW Government collects payments from councils and insurers to
fund emergency services agencies in NSW (Emergency Services Levy), with
councils required to pay 11.7% of the budget required by NSW Emergency Services.
These charges are embedded in council rates and insurance premiums.
NSW councils are currently receiving notification of their Emergency Services Levy
which include unexpectedly large additional charges which are being collected to
help fund the NSW Government’s new measures to provide better workers’
compensation coverage for volunteer and career firefighters who are diagnosed with
one of 12 specific work-related cancers.
When the Bill for these new measures was passed late last year, the 128 councils in
NSW were not informed or consulted about the NSW State Government’s decision to
fund these changes via the Emergency Services Levy, and as a result the financial
implications were unknown until councils received invoices from Revenue NSW
recently.
The NSW Government will now collect an additional $160M from councils,
communities and those paying insurance premiums from 1 July 2019 to pay for its
new workers’ compensation provisions for firefighters.
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The council contributions alone would rise by $19M in 2019/20 of which $14M is to
support volunteer and career firefighters diagnosed with cancer.
Councils have also been advised that this contribution will increase further the
following year however this has not been quantified.
Shellharbour City Council’s (Council) contributions to the Emergency Services Levy
are listed below:
Emergency Services Levy 2019/20
Emergency Services Levy 2018/19

$1,120,478
$ 985,470

Increase to the ESL in 2019/20

$ 135,008

Council takes pride in ensuring good governance and community consultation and is
following the legislated processes required to prepare and adopt a new budget.
Council’s draft budget for 2019/20 was placed on public exhibition following a long
process that commenced late last year, and as this Levy is not discretionary, this
unexpected and additional cost will require changes, re-prioritising, and/or could
result in potential cuts to budget programs to cover an unfunded commitment by the
State Government.
Although councils strongly supported, and continue to support, the new workers’
compensation coverage, the NSW Government has chosen to pass on these
significant additional charges to councils and communities by increasing the
Emergency Services Levy, rather than identifying savings in the NSW Government’s
own budget.
The LGNSW President, Cr Linda Scott, in a recent media release, expressed her
concern on behalf of the sector and stated that “the NSW Government’s decision to
pass on significantly increased costs to councils and communities via their rates will
mean councils need to make a difficult choice about which vital services they reduce
or discontinue for their communities….I’m hopeful Minister Hancock and her
ministerial colleagues will be able to fund a sensible outcome so communities aren’t
disadvantaged by the government’s implementation of this important policy”.
I am most concerned and disappointed with the obvious disregard that the state
government continues to display towards the local government sector, particularly in
relation to cost shifting and the lack of consultation. Council will be required to
review the current proposed budget for 2019/20 even though it was already placed
out on public exhibition and this period has now closed, the timing of this added
expense will not allow for further meaningful community consultation once the
budget has been amended and due to be adopted by 30 June 2019.
I call on my fellow Councillors to support my Motion to alert the state government of
this concern and disappointment and to seek the support of the National General
Assembly on the cost shifting issue generally.
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Recommendation
That Council:
1.

receive and note this report.

2.

call upon the NSW Government to listen to the concerns of local
governments, fund the additional $14M cost for 2019/20 from its
existing reserves and work with local government and emergency
services to find a better and fairer path forward.

3.

present a Special Urgent Motion to the National General Assembly
expressing concern and condemnation of continued state government
cost shifting to local government, particularly those issued without due
notice and community consultation and that the current increase in the
NSW Emergency Services Levy be used as the most recent example to
support this Motion.

Approved for Council's consideration:
Cr John Murray – Acting Mayor
Date of Meeting:

21 May 2019

Attachments
Nil
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10. Councillors' Statements / Reports

11. Reports

11.1 General Manager
11.1.1

March Quarter Review of the Delivery Program and Operational
Plan 2018 - 2019 (11211890)

To the Mayor and Councillors
Directorate:
Group:

General Manager
Organisational Performance

Manager:

Elise Woods – Group Manager Organisational Performance
Gary Grantham – Chief Financial Officer
Terri Downton – Organisational Performance Coordinator
Paul Henderson – Manager Financial Services

Author:

Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of Council’s March quarter
progress towards the achievement of the Actions and Key Performance Indicators of
the 2018 - 2019 Delivery Program and Operational Plan from 1 January to 31 March
2019.
This March quarter review details progress against 156 Actions, of which 83% are
progressing in accordance with the agreed timeframes, 15% are off track, however
are expected to be delivered within the agreed timeframes and the remaining 2% are
not expected to be delivered within the agreed timeframes. A detailed report of
Council's performance is outlined in Attachment 1.
The Actions outlined in the Operational Plan are funded in accordance with Council’s
2018 - 2019 budget, through the provision of income and expenditure estimates.
This report also reviews the quarter progress against these financial estimates.
Detailed financial statements have also been prepared and are included in the
attached Quarter Review.
From a financial perspective, this is the first quarter review where Council’s share of
Shell Cove Project has been incorporated into the financial forecasts. This is a result
of the determination made during the preparation of Council’s 2017 - 2018 Financial
Reports late last year, that Council’s interest in the Shell Cove Project is that of a
Joint Operation between Council and Frasers Property.
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This assessment requires Council to reflect its share of the Shell Cove Project’s
assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses within Council’s financial reporting.
The changes made this quarter regarding the financial forecast to 30 June 2019
(excluding Shell Cove Joint Operation) has seen a slight reduction in Council’s
forecast Fit For the Future Operating Performance Ratio since the December
Quarter Budget Review forecast. The ratio at the December quarter was a forecast
positive 6.41% (excluding Council’s share of the Shell Cove Joint Operation), or in
dollar terms a surplus of $7.005 million. The forecast at the end of this quarter review
is now a positive 6.33% or 7.86% with the inclusion of Shell Cove, or $6.886 million
or $12.447 million including Shell Cove. The benchmark for this ratio is 0% or
breakeven. Some of the larger variations made at this review which have impacted
on the ratio movement include the bringing forward of some sales as part of the
Links Subdivision, the transfer of the sale of Bensons Basin and Lot 101 Pioneer
Drive, Oak Flats to next financial year, savings in workers compensation premium
costs and a reduction in depreciation on office equipment. For further details on the
main variations proposed at this review please see Attachment 1.
More details on all Fit For the Future ratios are included in the background of this
report.

Background
In accordance with the NSW Integrated Planning and Reporting (IP&R) framework
requirements, Council must have a Delivery Program. The current Delivery Program
is a three year program (2018 - 2021) identifying specific strategies Council will
undertake on behalf of the community to achieve the objectives in the Community
Strategic Plan (CSP) 2018 - 2028.
Supporting the Delivery Program is an annual Operational Plan which is a sub-plan
of the Delivery Program. It identifies actions that Council will undertake within the
financial year towards addressing the strategies in the Delivery Program. Council
must have an annual Operational Plan, before the beginning of each financial year,
outlining the actions to be undertaken in that year as part of its Delivery Program.
The progress of the Delivery Program and Operational Plan is monitored and
reported to Council within two months of the end of each quarter. This ensures that
the community receives a timely update on the progress of actions outlined in the
Operational Plan.
Achievement highlights
In the March quarter, work towards achieving the actions has commenced or
continued. Some key highlights from the quarter include:
COMMUNITY
City Library National Award
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Shellharbour’s City Library was announced as the winner of the Public Library
category of the Australian Library & Information Association Design Awards 2019 in
March. This prestigious national award recognises some of Australia’s best and
most innovative libraries.
The judges noted City Library’s iconic architecture and environmentally friendly
design. Other key factors in the win were the library’s welcoming ambience,
‘enormous community appeal’ and high levels of participation from the community
and customers that make it deserving of the title of ‘the living room of the city’.
In its first year of opening Shellharbour’s new City Library welcomed over 140,000
visitors through the doors, joined up over 4,000 new members and loaned more than
205,000 items. Over 12,000 people attended the diverse array of programs on offer
during the first year - from early literacy programs to art workshops and book clubs to
LEGO robotics.
The Australian Library & Information Association Design Award is currently on
display in the foyer of City Library at the Shellharbour Civic Centre.
Festival of Small Halls
The first Festival of Small Halls concert was held at Centenary Hall, Albion Park on
23 January.
Festival of Small Halls is a series of tours that takes the best folk and contemporary
acoustic artists performing at 2 of our country’s largest festivals, and sends them on
the road to tiny halls in communities all over Australia. It is produced by Woodfordia
Inc. in partnership with many other wonderful Australian festivals, regional partners
and great lovers and supporters of folk and contemporary acoustic music. Local
talent Kyarna Rose and Matt Walker performed and were well received by the crowd.

ENVIRONMENT
Cities Power Partnership
The Cities Power Partnership (CPP) is Australia's largest Local Government climate
network that recognises and supports emissions reduction projects. Council resolved
to join the Cities Power Partnership in late 2018. Participating in the CPP provides
an opportunity for Council to facilitate effective change to reduce corporate and
community emissions.
Our first task as a member of the CPP was to select 5 priority emissions reduction
projects (pledges) from a list of 32 pledges provided by the Climate Council.
Consultation involving Councillors, Council's Senior Management Team and 14 work
areas identified 5 priority pledges. The pledges were endorsed by Council in March
and are:
•

Install solar power on council buildings
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Set minimum energy efficiency benchmarks for all planning applications
Adopt best practice energy efficiency measures across all Council buildings,
and support community facilities to adopt these measures
Ensure Council fleet purchases meet strict greenhouse gas emissions
requirements and support the uptake of hybrid and/or electric vehicles
Provide fast-charging user pays infrastructure throughout the city at key
locations for electric vehicles
Transfer Station Award

•

Council’s Dunmore Resource Recovery Centre was named as one of the top
two transfer station facilities in Australia at the 2019 Australian Landfill and
Transfer Station Awards under the category of Excellence.

•

This category recognises operators whose facilities demonstrate excellence
against the following criteria:

•
•

Environmental management and controls
Resource recovery and waste minimisation (Transfer Stations) OR planning,
design and construction (Landfills)
Public/community acceptance and appearance
Operation, training and management practices and
Creativity and continuous improvement

•
•
•

The Dunmore Resource Recovery Centre was redeveloped approximately 18
months ago and is a fully integrated waste diversion facility that ties multiple levels of
the waste hierarchy (avoid, reduce, reuse, recycle, dispose) into a single customer
focused experience.
ECONOMY
Successful NSW Government Grant
Council received $15.97 million funding from the NSW Government’s Growing Local
Economies program, as part of the Regional Growth Fund, for additions and
upgrades to Illawarra Regional Airport at Albion Park Rail.
The grant will fund the development including the construction of a new passenger
terminal building, installation of services associated with Stage 1 of a new aviation
business park, upgrades to existing runways, and upgrades to short and long-term
carparks and new security fencing.
It is believed to be one of the most substantial funding packages of its type in NSW
and is expected to cover the cost of the majority of the project.
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Shell Cove Waterfront
The NSW Independent Planning Commission approved the modification application
to the 2011 Concept Approval (Master Plan) in March. This is a major milestone
achievement as it confirms the certainty to proceed with the development of The
Waterfront in a contemporary manner and to confirm the nature of the future built
form to residents.
LEADERSHIP
Office of Local Government Prescribed Indicators
Council was one of only five Council’s to achieve all of the Office of Local
Government’s 10 performance indicator benchmarks as published in the Audit Office
of NSW Report on Local Government for 2017 - 2018.
The report outlines key observations and findings from the financial audit of 135
Councils for the 2017 - 2018 financial year.
It focuses on five specific areas including Financial Reporting; Governance and
Internal Controls; Information and Technology; Asset Management and Financial
Performance and Sustainability.
Of the 10 indicators, 5 are from the Fit For the Future suite.
Measures Toolkit
As part of the review of the Draft 2019 - 2020 Operational Plan Council undertook a
review of what measures we use to track our results. To assist in the review, a
Measures Toolkit was established. The toolkit aims to guide employees through the
development and tracking of measures. It is comprised of 5 Phases: Imagine; Plan;
Decide; Measure; and Analyse & Improve.
To launch the Measures Toolkit and begin the review of measures, Council hosted a
staff Measures Gallery. Think “art gallery” where the art is the measures. The
auditorium was filled with our current measures hanging on the walls. Specialist staff
provided feedback on the measures - they shared ideas, suggestions, corrections,
questions and encouragement. A Measures Gallery makes it easy lots of people to
contribute to the development of measures which are useful.

Quarter Budget Review (Financials)
This third quarter of the financial year has seen a number of budget forecast
adjustments, both favourable and unfavourable with a slight overall reduction in the
forecast year end position from an Operating Performance ratio perspective
(excluding Shell Cove Joint Operation).
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The ratio has slightly dropped from the December Quarter Budget Review forecast of
6.41% to 6.33% (7.85% including Shell Cove Joint Operation) at the end of this third
quarter.
The largest adjustment at this review is a reduction of the budget forecast for noncash capital contributions by developers, which has been adjusted down by $8.525
million. This budget adjustment does not affect the Operating Performance ratio.
Other main adjustments include a reduction in expected depreciation costs for some
Office Equipment due to an increase in the useful life compared to forecast; workers
compensation insurance savings through increased focus on return to work
initiatives and resolution of some previous claims and additional income linked to
property growth for Section 138 Certificates.
There has also been a number of budget reductions in the capital works program,
which has been reduced by $4.647 million. A number of projects have been delayed
and will be transferred to the 2019-2020 financial year for completion.
For more details on the main adjustments proposed as part of this review, please
see Attachment 1.
Fit For the Future
The revised forecasts for the Fit For the Future ratios for the 2018 - 2019 financial
year are detailed in Table 1 below.
As outlined last quarter, Council has been advised to calculate the Infrastructure
Renewals Ratio only incorporating infrastructure renewal capital expenditure on
assets that are expected to be complete in the current financial year. Any renewal
expenditure on assets which are not expected to be complete this year (commonly
referred as work in progress [WIP]), will be reflected in the calculation in the
expected year of completion. Excluding WIP from the renewal calculation
disincentives Council undertaking large infrastructure projects which span multiple
years, for example the Warilla Library project. Both versions of the calculation will be
reported by Council and have been included in the table below.
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Table 1: Revised Fit for the Future Ratios for 2018-2019
March Revised
Benchmark
Forecast
Operating Performance
7.86%
>0%
Ratio
(6.33% ex. Shell Cove)
Own Source Revenue
75.94%
>60%
Ratio
(67.98% ex. Shell
Cove)
Debt Service Ratio
5.13%
>0%<20%
(7.47% ex. Shell Cove)
Buildings &
100.39% (61.25% WIP
>100%
Infrastructure
adjusted)
Renewals Ratio
Real Operating
1.90
Decreasing
Expenditure per capita
(1.33* ex. Shell Cove) over time %
Asset Maintenance
Ratio
Infrastructure Backlog
Ratio

Pass / Fail
Pass
Pass

Pass

1.11

>1

Pass (no
adjustment for
WIP)
Pass (ex. Shell
Cove
development)
Pass

1.55%

<2%

Pass

*Increased from 2017 - 2018 but will trend down over the Delivery Program period.

Internal Restrictions
At the 9 April 2019 Council meeting, Council resolved to remove a number of internal
restrictions it currently has in place, with the required adjustments to be made at the
March Quarter Budget Review.
Attachment 1 to this report includes these adjustments.
The removal of the identified internal restrictions will see Council’s unrestricted cash
movement for this year increase significantly as outlined in the table below.
Unrestricted cash movement forecast to 30
June as at December Budget Review
Plus adjustments to the unrestricted cash
movement forecast at this review
Plus adjustments associated with removal of
internal restrictions
Revised unrestricted cash movement forecast
to 30 June

($0.234 million) deficit
$2.112 million surplus
$17.575 million surplus
$19.453 million surplus

One internal restriction which has not held any funds prior to this review is the Links
Capital Backing Fund. This fund was created as part of a previous Council resolution
in relation to the Links Business Plan.
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With a nil balance up to this point, this internal restriction was not identified for
consideration as part of the internal restriction review reported to Council at the 9
April meeting.
With the sale of a number of lots as part of the Links Subdivision imminent, the
increase in revenue for this item has now resulted in funds being identified for
transfer to this restriction.
It is recommended that the Links Capital Backing Fund be added to the list of
internal restrictions for removal. This recommendation is made on the basis that
funds identified for expenditure at the Links be addressed as part of the Integrated
Planning and Reporting process via the Long Term Financial Plan and Asset
Management Plan. Attachment 1 reflects this recommendation.
Financial / Resources Implications
The Operational Plan outlines Council's 2018 - 2019 financial implications. These are
subject to continuous review during the year to ensure they remain current. The
changes made this quarter has seen Council's key Fit for the Future Operating
Performance Ratio forecast reduce slightly, but still remains well above the
benchmark.
Legal and Policy implications
Nil
Public / social impacts
This report provides the community with an update on both the progress of the
achievements of the Strategies outlined in the 2018 - 2021 Delivery Program and the
actions outlined in the 2018 - 2019 Operational Plan.
Link to Community Strategic Plan
The review of both the Delivery Program and Operational Plan supports the following
Objective and Strategies of the Community Strategic Plan:
Objective: 4.2

Supported by a Council that is responsive, accountable and
financially viable

Strategy:

4.2.1 Undertake Council activities within a clear framework of strategic
planning, policies, procedures and service standards

Strategy:

4.2.3 Ensure Council is financially sustainable and continues to be
transparent and accountable
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Consultations
Internal
Senior Management Team
External
Nil
Political Donations Disclosure
Not Applicable

Recommendation
That Council:
1.

Adopt the March 2019 Quarter Review of the Delivery Program and
Operational Plan 2018 - 2019.

2.

Adopt the March 2019 Quarter Budget Review with all recommended
adjustments as contained in this report and attachment.

3.

Add The Links Capital Backing Fund to the list of internal restrictions for
removal.

End Sec ti on

Elise Woods
Approved for Council's consideration: Group Manager Organisational Performance
Date of Meeting:

21 May 2019

Attachments
1.
Quarter Review of the Delivery Program and Operational Plan 2018 – 2019,
Quarter Three – January to March 2019 (issued under separate cover - full
copy available on Council's website)
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11.2 Council Sustainability Directorate
Nil
11.3 Community and Customers Directorate
11.3.1

Review of Council's Compliance and Enforcement Policy
(11210886)

To the General Manager
Directorate:
Group:

Community and Customers
City Development

Manager:
Author:

Grant Meredith – Group Manager City Development
Mark Miller – Manager Compliance and Regulation

Summary
The purpose of this report is to seek Council endorsement of the revised Compliance
and Enforcement Policy (the Policy) for the purposes of public exhibition. The Policy
is adapted from the NSW Ombudsman, Enforcement Guidelines for Councils 2015.
The Model Compliance and Enforcement Policy Code provided by the NSW
Ombudsman is provided as a template to be replicated by Councils to bring together
all aspects of compliance and enforcement.
The Policy is a substantial update to Council’s current Enforcement Policy and
additions have been made to the Policy to reflect the specific needs of Council and
to ensure it encompasses Council’s Core Values.
It is proposed that Council’s draft Policy be placed on public exhibition for a period of
28 days calling for submissions and that if any relevant submissions are received as
a result of public exhibition, a report be submitted to Council for consideration
detailing the public exhibition outcomes and with further recommendations regarding
adoption.
If there are no relevant submissions received as a result of the public exhibition and
there are no substantial post public exhibition changes proposed for any other
reasons, the Policy as attached to this report will be adopted.

Background
Recently Council conducted an audit of key policies, procedures and controls
relating to the regulatory and compliance functions of Council. The review was
designed to assess whether adequate controls exist and are operating effectively.
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A major component of that review was to examine the currency and adequacy of
Council’s Enforcement Policy, including compliance with legislative requirements and
best practice.
The outcome of the review suggested a number of recommendations; the most
critical being the development of an updated Enforcement Policy based on the NSW
Ombudsman’s Model Policy and Guidelines.
The draft Policy is consistent with the model policy template, and includes a riskbased regulatory regime in line with contemporary regulatory best practice.
To support the implementation of the Policy a strategic review of the Compliance and
Regulation function will be undertaken and will align itself with the intended
outcomes of the revised Policy.
The changes in enforcement principles in the draft policy are:
•
•
•
•

Compliance action taken by council is based on a risk based regulatory
program
It provides guidance on the role of Council in matters where there is a private
certifier and the role of Councillors in enforcement
It outlines matters to be considered at the various stages of the enforcement
process and informs the customer to what enforcement options council will
consider and whether to commence criminal or civil proceedings
Shared enforcement responsibilities with other regulatory authorities is set out

The introduction of risk based regulation supports the NSW Government requirement
that all state regulators implement an outcome-focussed and risk-based approach to
regulation under the Quality Regulatory Services initiative. Whilst currently not a
requirement for local government, it is recommended that councils consider
developing and including in their policies proactive and reactive strategies.
The implications of these changes is that it provides structure for consistency and
transparency in decision-making and it facilitates an equitable approach to
compliance and enforcement. It also allows council staff flexibility and discretion in
determining the method to achieve a regulatory outcome whilst remaining
proportionate with the nature of the offence and the harm caused.
This policy will also increase regulatory intervention for serious and substantial
breaches and action taken against repeat offenders. Resolutions and outcomes will
be determined swiftly and within reasonable timeframes, consistent with community
and council expectations.
Financial / Resources Implications
Nil
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Legal and Policy implications
The impact of alleged unlawful activity remains a key consideration for Council. The
draft Policy is a substantial change to Council’s current Policy, as it defines a
broader view of compliance and regulation activity, is consistent with the NSW
Ombudsman’s Model, provides greater transparency and accountability and
introduces a risk-based regulatory model. Concerns are likely to relate to Council’s
management of those low risk customer concerns about unlawful activity.
Public / Social Impact
Community
The draft Policy provides the Community with a clear and concise position adopted
by Council in the delivery of compliance and regulation functions and outcomes.
Having a robust Policy will provide transparency in Council’s decision making
processes in a regulatory environment, for the collective good, the welfare of the
community and the public interest. It upholds Council’s image as a guardian of the
public trust; to prevent and minimise harm; to promote social and Council Policies; to
manage risks and to uphold social order.
Councillors
The draft Policy defines the role of Councillors in enforcement, and informs the
community of the limitations that approaches and representations from Councillors
have on operational matters determined by Council staff. The draft Policy remains
consistent with the Code of Conduct.
Customers
The draft Policy assists Council to engage more effectively with its customers. It
informs customers of the implications of undertaking unlawful activities and also to
the processes preceding such action. The goal is to change customer’s behaviours
to achieve beneficial outcomes in the interests of the community and to address
harm caused by non-compliance.
Council
The draft Policy will ensure that Council remains current with modern and
contemporary regulatory intervention, and remains consistent with Council’s across
NSW. It aims to provide staff with a clear direction and approach to enforcing
Council’s regulatory obligations that is open, honest, transparent and representative
of Council’s commitment to its community.

Link to Community Strategic Plan
This report supports the following objectives and strategies of the Community
Strategic Plan:
Objective: 1.1
Strategy: 1.1.4
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Objective: 4.1
Strategy: 4.1.2

Led through collaboration
Actively engage, consult and inform the community

Objective: 4.2

Supported by a Council that is responsive, accountable and
financially viable

Strategy: 4.2.1

Undertake Council activities within a clear framework of strategic
planning, policies, procedures and service standards

Strategy: 4.2.3

Ensure Council is financially sustainable and continues to be
transparent and accountable

Consultations
Internal
Executive Officer
Governance Manager
Risk and Audit Manager
Group Managers
Manager Environment
Manager Building
External
NSW Ombudsman
Inconsult Pty Limited

Political Donations Disclosure
Not Applicable

Recommendation
That:
1.

Council endorse the Compliance and Enforcement Policy to be placed on
public exhibition for a period of 28 days calling for submissions.

2.

If any relevant submissions are received as a result of public exhibition, a
report be submitted to Council for consideration detailing the public
exhibition outcomes and with further recommendations regarding
adoption.

3.

If there are no relevant submissions received as a result of the public
exhibition and there are no substantial post public exhibition changes
proposed for any other reasons, Council adopt the Compliance and
Enforcement Policy as attached to this report.
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End Sec ti on

Grant Meredith
Approved for Council's consideration: Group Manager City Development
Date of Meeting:

21 May 2019

Attachments
1. Current Enforcement Policy – adopted by Council 13 June 2017 – Page 25
2. Revised Draft Compliance and Enforcement Policy – Page 31
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Attachment 1 - Current Enforcement Policy – adopted by Council 13 June 2017
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Attachment 2 - Revised Draft Compliance and Enforcement Policy
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Exhibition of Draft Development Contributions Plan 2019 - Ninth
Review (11210887)

To the General Manager
Directorate:
Group:

Community and Customers
City Planning

Manager:
Author:

Geoff Hoynes – Group Manager City Planning
Martin Beveridge – Development Contributions Planner

Summary
Council is undertaking a review of its current Development Contributions Plan. The
review is being undertaken through a two-stage process, with Stage 1 of the review
being almost complete. The purpose of this report is to seek Council endorsement to
exhibit a Draft Shellharbour Local Infrastructure Contributions Plan 2019 that has
been prepared through Stage 1 of the review process (known as the Ninth Review).
The Draft Plan proposed for exhibition includes some policy and administrative
changes. It does not include any changes to the contribution rates or to the Work
Schedules included in the Plan.
It is proposed that the Draft Plan be placed on public exhibition for a period of 28
days calling for submissions and that if any submissions are received as a result of
public exhibition, a further report will be submitted to Council for consideration
detailing the public exhibition outcomes and with further recommendations regarding
adoption.
If no submissions are received in response to the public exhibition and there are no
substantial post public exhibition changes proposed for any other reasons, the Policy
as attached to this report will be adopted.

Background
Section 7.11 (formerly Section 94) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979 (EP&A Act) authorises Councils to levy a contribution from developers to
help pay to provide local services and infrastructure where demand has increased as
a result of development. The contribution must be imposed in accordance with an
adopted Contributions Plan that specifies the infrastructure that is being levied for
including location and cost estimate, growth projections, apportionment, and
contribution rates.
There are also strict legal requirements around the current Contributions Plan,
(proposed to be called the Shellharbour Local Infrastructure Contributions Plan 2019
– the Plan) and for this reason, the Plan is reviewed regularly to ensure that it
continues to meet current legislative requirements and that it reflects current growth
patterns and the extent and cost of infrastructure required to meet the demand
generated by this growth.
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The need for a major review of the current Contributions Plan has been identified
and due to the scope of work required, it is being undertaken in two stages described
as follows:
1)

Stage 1 – identify and recommend a limited number of amendments to the
Operational and Administration Sections of the Plan. This will be known as the
Ninth (9th) Review and will result in a Draft Plan being exhibited by 30 June
2019, subject to Council approval;

2)

Stage 2 – a more comprehensive review including revised population
projections, and a revised infrastructure schedule and contributions rate based
on recommendations from relevant background studies. This is scheduled for
completion in 2020 and will be known as the Tenth (10th) Review.

This report advises Council on the recommended changes that are to be made as an
outcome of the first stage of the Review.
Changes Recommended to the current Contributions Plan through Stage 1 of
the Review
Attachment 1 to this report includes a Table that identifies the changes that are
recommended and explains the reasons why they are being made. Many of the
changes are of a minor nature and include numerical, word changes or grammatical
changes and similar. Attachment 2 is a marked up version of the Draft Plan
recommended for exhibition, and shows the proposed changes in coloured text. The
most significant of the changes that are proposed are described further below:
a)

Allowing Council the Discretion to Vary the Contributions.
It is proposed to include a new clause which gives Council the discretion to vary
the contributions that are imposed under the Plan. A number of Councils
include such a clause in their Plan, as it provides flexibility to vary, waive or
discount the contribution rates subject to Council agreement. The proposed
clause also includes some criteria to help guide Council’s consideration of
whether or not to vary a contribution. Although it is unlikely that there would be
many circumstances where a variation of a contribution would be warranted, it
is considered that Council should have the ability to consider the merits of
doing so, and the current Plan does not provide for this. The proposed new
provisions are contained in Clause 5.5 in Attachment 2.

b)

Refunds.
Refunds of contributions are provided for by Clause 5.5 of the current Plan,
which allows for refunds of contributions in situations where a development
consent lapses, is superseded, surrendered or the development does not take
place. Allowing refunds in such a wide range of circumstances is not
considered best practice as (inter alia) it can jeopardise the availability of funds
to provide infrastructure when it is scheduled to be delivered under the Plan. A
change to this clause is proposed to tighten the criteria for refunds so that they
will only be considered in situations where the development consent is
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surrendered, or in the case of potentially lapsed development consents, where
the applicant has agreed to surrender the consent. This is recommended
because the legislation provides for a formal process for a consent to be
surrendered and which provides the most certainty that a development will not
proceed and that there will be no additional demand on local infrastructure.
c)

Deferred or periodic payments.
Clause 5.4 of the current Plan provides a process for applicants wishing to
enter into a deferred or periodic payment arrangement to pay their
contributions. A change is proposed to this clause so that the process it
establishes for people wishing to enter into such an arrangement can be varied
where agreed by Council. This would assist people who may have genuine
reasons (such as financial hardship) for seeking to enter into a deferred
payment arrangement, and who would most likely find the existing process
onerous. It would be helpful to these people if an alternative process was
available to them where appropriate and where agreed to by Council. As a
result it is proposed that this clause be amended to provide that the existing
process for entering into a deferred payment arrangement remain as the default
process but that it can be varied to suit specific cases subject to Council
approval. The proposed new provisions are contained in Clause 5.4 shown in
Attachment 2.

d)

Exemptions
A variation is proposed to this clause to include criteria by which requests for
some exemptions can be assessed. These criteria may be useful when
considering requests for exemptions made by some not for profit organisations
such as licensed clubs as they will provide Council with a framework for
considering such requests. Presently, such developments would qualify for an
exemption from paying a contribution, though where such developments are
sufficiently large that they would generate a demand for new services and
infrastructure it is reasonable that they should pay a contribution. The proposed
criteria will help allow such developments to be identified.

e)

Modifications of Development Consent (Clause 1.11)
This clause has been amended to reflect recent legal advice regarding the
application of development contributions to modified development applications.

f)

Changing the Name of the Plan
It is proposed to change the name of the Contributions Plan from “Section 94
Contributions Plan 2016 Amendment 1” to “ Draft Shellharbour Local
Infrastructure Contributions Plan 2019”. It is considered that this name more
accurately reflects the intent of the Plan which is to provide a framework for
Council to receive contributions to provide local infrastructure. Furthermore, as
a result of the renumbering of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
the reference to the old Section 94 in the current name of the Plan is now
redundant.
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The above are the most significant of the policy changes that are proposed.
Changes have also been made to some other clauses to provide clarity in applying
and interpreting the draft Plan, such as the changes to Clause 2.4.1 regarding the
application of the plan to some types of residential development such as Affordable
Housing and Seniors Housing. These are fully documented and explained in
Attachments 1 and 2.

No changes are proposed to the scope of infrastructure included in the Works
Schedule, or to the cost of this infrastructure or to the contribution rates included in
the draft Plan. However, these matters will be reviewed in the Stage 2 of the Review.
Financial Implications
No significant financial implications are associated with the recommendations of this
report arising from Stage 1 of the Review. There may be some minor financial
implications associated with the recommendations made regarding the procedures
for allowing the refunds of development contributions. However, these will not be
significant.
The preparation of a new Plan as an outcome of Stage 2 of the Review process will
have positive financial implications for Council by providing an income generating
framework to fund the provision of new infrastructure. However, the Plan will also
place financial obligations on Council as it will be required to fund the cost of the
infrastructure attributable to the existing population. The funding and provision of
infrastructure will also have implications for Council’s Fit for the Future Ratios. These
matters will be considered in more detail in Stage 2 of the Review process.
Legal and Policy implications
The Plan is one of Council’s key legal and policy documents as it establishes the
framework through which Council can receive income from developers to help
provide infrastructure and services to support population growth associated with new
development.
Contributions made under the Plan can be challenged legally, so it is important that
the Plan conforms to all relevant legislative requirements.
Public / Social Impact
No significant social or public impacts are anticipated for this stage of the Review.
However the exhibition of the draft Plan will provide the opportunity for the public to
have its say on the proposed changes. One of the recommendations of this report is
that should public submissions be made that a further report will be prepared for
Council, to make Council aware of any matters raised during the exhibition period,
and so that these matters can be taken into account when deciding whether or not to
adopt the draft Plan.
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Link to Community Strategic Plan
The review of Council’s Development Contributions Plan supports the following
objectives and strategies of the Community Strategic Plan:
Objective: 2.3

A city that is connected through places and spaces

Strategy: 2.3.2

Undertake land use planning in a socially, economically and
environmentally responsive manner

2.3.4

Facilitate the development of the built environment to meet
community needs

Objective: 3.1

Plans, builds and manages infrastructure for the community

Strategy: 3.1.1

Provide the community with a range of infrastructure delivered in
a sustainable manner

Objective: 4.2

Supported by a Council that is responsive, accountable and
financially viable

Strategy: 4.2.1

Undertake Council activities within a clear framework of strategic
planning, policies, procedures and service standards

4.2.3

Ensure Council is financially sustainable and continues to be
transparent and accountable

Consultations
Internal
Senior Management Team
External
Nil
Political Donations Disclosure
Not Applicable
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Recommendation
That:
1.

Council endorse the Draft Shellharbour Local Infrastructure Contributions
Plan 2019 included in Attachment 2 to this report, to be placed on public
exhibition for a period of 28 days calling for submissions, and
a. If any submissions are received as a result of public exhibition, a
report be submitted to Council for consideration detailing the public
exhibition outcomes and with further recommendations regarding
adoption.
b. If there are no submissions received as a result of the public
exhibition and there are no substantial post public exhibition changes
proposed for any other reasons, Council adopt the Draft Shellharbour
Local Infrastructure Contributions Plan 2019 as attached to this
report.

Geoff Hoynes
Approved for Council's consideration: Group Manager City Planning
End Sec ti on

Date of Meeting:

21 May 2019

Attachments
1. Table summarising the recommended changes – Page 61
2. Draft Shellharbour Local Infrastructure Contributions Plan 2019 – (Issued Under
Separate Cover)
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Attachment 1- Table summarising the recommended changes
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11.4 Amenity and Assets Directorate
Nil
12. Committee Recommendations
12.1

Recommendations from the Traffic Committee Meeting held in
electronic form on 1 May 2019 recommended for adoption.

That the Recommendations from the Traffic Committee Meeting held on 1 May 2019
be adopted.

13. Items for Information
Nil
14. Notices of Rescission/Alteration Motions
Nil
15. Notices of Motion
15.1

Notice of Motion submitted by Cr Kellie Marsh: CCTV cameras
and extra lighting - Shellharbour Skate Park (11210099)

Notice of Motion
That Council officers prepare a report on the cost of installing CCTV cameras and
extra lighting at the Shellharbour Skate Park.

Cr Kellie Marsh

Date of Meeting:
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Notice of Motion submitted by Cr Peter Moran:
basketball facilities (11211263)

Outdoor

Notice of Motion
That Council officers prepare a report on the possibility of providing outdoor
basketball facilities throughout the city. Such a report shall include, but not be limited
to, the provision of concrete half-courts, concrete keyholes and hoops attached to
the walls of council-owned buildings, as well as potential costs and criteria for
determining suitable locations.

Cr Peter Moran

Date of Meeting:
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16. Questions on Notice (must be submitted in writing)
Nil
17. Urgent Business

18. Committee of the Whole in Closed Session (Closed to the Public):
Adjournment

19. Committee of the Whole in Closed Session: Consideration of Adoption of
Decisions Reached in Closed Session

20. Consideration of Motions to Declassify Reports Considered in Closed
Session
20.1

Consideration of Motion to Declassify Report Considered in
Closed
Session:
Tender
2017/112
Centenary
Hall
Refurbishment, Albion Park (11182848)

To the General Manager
Directorate:
Group:

Amenity and Assets
Asset Strategy

Manager:
Author:

Wayde Peterson – Group Manager Asset Strategy
Daniel Brilsky – Manager Projects

Summary
The purpose of this report is to seek approval to declassify the confidential report
presented to the Council meeting of 27 February 2018:
6.1 Tender 2017/112 Centenary Hall Refurbishment, Albion Park (11004280).

Background
On 27 February 2018, a confidential report was presented to Council seeking a
resolution to award the Centenary Hall refurbishment project (Contract 2017/112) to
Smith Zac Constructions Pty Ltd (Attachment 1).
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The report was kept confidential in accordance with Section 10A (2) (d) (i) of the
Local Government Act 1993, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for
business relating to the following:
(d)
(i)

Commercial information of a confidential nature that if disclosed would:
Prejudice the position of the person who supplied it.

It was not in the public interest to disclose the information as it may have impacted
the ability of Council to attract competitive tenders in the future.
At the meeting it was resolved as follows:
That Council:
1.
In accordance with Section 178 of the Local Government (General)
Regulation (2005), Council accept the tender and enter into a contract (Contract
2017/112) with Smith Zak Constructions Pty Ltd for the amount of $568,994.32
in accordance with Tender Document 2017/112.
2.
Approve the reallocation of $305,000 in the budget, towards the additional
cost of the Centenary Hall Refurbishment project.
3.
Authorise the General Manager or his delegate to sign the Letter of Award
and execute the contract and associated documents on behalf of Shellharbour
City Council.
The Centenary Hall Refurbishment was completed on 10 August 2018 and
accordingly, the commercial information supplied to Council in the contractor’s
tender offer is no longer able to be used to prejudice their position. Therefore there
is no need for the information within the 27 February 2018 Council report to remain
confidential.
Financial / Resources Implications
There are no financial implications in declassifying this report.
Legal and Policy implications
There is no need for this report to remain confidential, as there could be no
commercial advantage gained as the project is complete and contractual settlement
has occurred.
Council’s Policy titled ‘Code of Meeting Practice’ states at item 11.1.4:
The Council may resolve to declassify a report considered in closed session
after determination of the matter. Declassified material will be subject to privacy
and commercial in confidence provisions.
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Public / Social Impact
The declassification of the report is in accordance with the principles of the
Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA Act) and provides an open
and transparent process for giving the public access to information.
Link to Community Strategic Plan
This report supports the following objectives and strategies of the Community
Strategic Plan:
Objective: 4.1 Led through collaboration
Strategy:

4.1.2 Actively engage, consult and inform the community.

Consultations
Internal
Public Officer
External
Smith Zak Constructions Pty Ltd
Political Donations Disclosure
Not Applicable

Recommendation
That Council approve the declassification of the report presented to Council
meeting on 7 February 2018 – 6.1 Tender 2017/112 Centenary Hall
Refurbishment, Albion Park (11004280), in accordance with the redactions as
indicated in the confidential memo to Councillors, and that the declassified
redacted report be added to the Minutes of the Ordinary Council meeting of 21
May 2019.
End Sec ti on

Wayde Peterson
Approved for Council's consideration: Group Manager Asset Strategy
Date of Meeting:

21 May 2019

Attachments
1. Confidential Memo – Redacted Report 6.1 Tender 2017/112 Centenary Hall
Refurbishment, Albion Park (11004280) (issued under separate cover)
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Consideration of Motion to Declassify Report Considered in
Closed Session: 6.2 Proposed Acquisitions by the RMS for the
Albion Park Rail Bypass Project - Various Land Parcels
(11210496)

To the General Manager
Directorate:
Group:

Council Sustainability
Business and Investment

Manager:
Author:

Marcello Chiodo – Acting Director Council Sustainability
Donna Flanagan – Manager Property Services

Summary
The purpose of this report is to consider a recommendation to declassify the
following confidential report presented to the Council meeting on 8 May 2018.
6.2 Proposed Acquisitions by the RMS for the Albion Park Rail Bypass Project
– Various Land Parcels (11031657)

Background
On 8 May 2018 a confidential report seeking Council approval to accept the offer of
compensation from the Roads and Maritime Services for the required lands for the
Albion Park Rail Bypass project, and to give the General Manager the delegation to
negotiate the final offer of compensation following the Roads and Maritime Services
receiving their independent valuations was presented.
The reasons for confidentiality included Section 10A(2)(c), d(i)(ii) if the Local
Government Act 1993, which permits the meeting to be close to the public for
business relating to the following:
c) information that would, if disclose, confer a commercial advantage on a person
with whom Council is conducting (or proposed to conduct) business;
At the meeting it was resolved as follows:
That the Recommendations to Council from the Committee of the Whole
Meeting held earlier today be adopted.
Council settled the finalisation of this matter on 3 May 2019 and therefore there is no
need for the commercial information within this report to remain confidential, as there
could no longer be any commercial advantage gained.
Information was sought from the Public Officer and the Public Information Officer
concerning the declassification of the report. This report can now be declassified as
the property transaction has been completed.
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Councillors have received a copy of the confidential report under a separate
confidential memo.
Financial / Resources Implications
There are no financial implications in declassifying this report.
Legal and Policy implications
There is no need for this report to remain confidential, as there could be no
commercial advantage gained due to settlement having occurred.
Council’s Policy titled ‘Code of Meeting Practice’ states at item 11.1.4:
The Council may resolve to declassify a report considered in closed session
after determination of the matter. Declassified material will be subject to
privacy and commercial in confidence provisions.
Public / Social Impact
The declassification of the report is in accordance with the principles of the
Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA Act) and provides an open
and transparent process for giving the public access to information
Link to Community Strategic Plan
This report supports the following objectives and strategies of the Community
Strategic Plan:
Objective: 4.1 Led through collaboration
Strategy:

4.1.2 Actively engage, consult and inform the community

Consultations
Internal
Public Officer
Public Information Officer
External
Nil
Political Donations Disclosure
Not Applicable
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Recommendation
That Council approve the declassification of the report presented to the
Council meeting on 8 May 2018 –6.2 Proposed Acquisitions by the RMS for the
Albion Park Rail Bypass Project – Various Land Parcels (11031657) and that
the declassified report be added to the Minutes of the Ordinary Council
meeting of 21 May 2019.

d Section

Approved for Council's consideration:
Date of Meeting:

Marcello Chiodo
Acting Director Council Sustainability

21 May 2019

Attachments
1. Confidential Memo – Redacted Report 6.2 Proposed Acquisitions by the RMS for
the Albion Park Rail Bypass Project – Various Land Parcels (11210496) (issued
under separate cover)
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